Unrestricted availability of datasets is important for researchers and decision makers to evaluate their strategies to solve certain problems. At the same time, the privacy of the respective data owners must be respected. Synthetically generated datasets provide a way to maintain the utility of the original data while keeping the privacy of the data owners. We present a comparative study of synthetic data generation techniques using different data synthesizers: linear regression, decision tree, random forest and neural network. We comparatively evaluate the effectiveness of the four methods by measuring the amount of utility that they preserve and the risk of disclosure that they incur.

Multiple data imputation [1] is a technique to repopulate missing values in the data.

Rubin [2] proposes the use of multiple data imputation to synthetically generate values of sensitive features in the data.

Partially synthetic dataset [3] generation uses multiple data imputation to synthetically generate records with high risk of disclosure.

Reiter et. al. [4] extend the idea of multiple imputation to the use of machine learning models to synthetically generate the data.

We evaluate the similarity between distribution of values of sensitive features by calculating normalized KL-divergence between histogram of sensitive features in population and synthetic data.

We calculate overlap between 95% confidence intervals of mean estimator of the sensitive feature using synthetically generated data and population.

Disclosure risk estimated under the assumption that an intruder possess information about all insensitive records which she further uses to find the value of sensitive feature of a record.

Let, t be the list of documents which an intruder is interested in. R be the set of records in T for which only one record in the dataset is matched with highest probability. R can be further split into two disjoint subsets T, a set of records in R with true matches and F, a set of records in R with false matches.

True Match Rate (True MR) = |T| / |T|
False Match Rate (False MR) = |F| / |R|

Dataset. A 1% microdata sample of US Census in 2003 provided by IPUMS International [5]. We focus on the sample of 316,276 heads of households in the population.

Experiment Design. We draw 1% sample from the population which is treated as the original sample dataset. We synthetically generate 5 datasets with synthetic values of income and age. We repeat this procedure for 500 original samples and mean of various metrics over 500 iterations is reported.

Disclosure Risk Estimation Scenario. An intruder who is interested in people who are born in US and have income more than 250, 000$.

We present our preliminary results in comparative study of synthetic dataset generation techniques using different data synthesizers: namely linear regression, decision tree, random forest and neural network. The analysis shows that neural networks are comparatively effective compared to other methods in terms of utility and privacy. They achieve this effectiveness at the cost of running time.
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